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Game Concept: "Collect & Win"

Introduction

Game Entry Requirements

Types of Participation

Earning Points and Tasks:

Earning Points and Tasks:

Differences in Play

The primary goal of the game is to 
foster engagement and excitement 
within the Okaylabs community. 
Participants will strive to accumulate 
points to gain entry into the game and 
the opportunity to win enticing 
rewards. These rewards include 
exclusive whitelist spots and access to 
unique NFTs that will be previewed in 
upcoming teasers.

To make the game engaging and 
enjoyable, there are two ways to 
participate: one for our valued 
Whitelisted members and another for 
general participants.

-Follow our official X page: 1 point
-Join our vibrant Discord server: 1 point
-Display the Okaylabs banner on your X 
cover: 2 points
-Use our mesmerizing ART as your X 
profile picture: 2 points
-Share an Okaylabs tweet on X 
platform: 2 points
Craft a comprehensive Okaylabs 
thread on X: 3 points

Whether you're a Whitelisted member 
or a general participant, prepare for an 
exhilarating journey of strategy and 
chance within the "Collect & Win" 
game. Accumulate points, make 
thoughtful decisions, and earn your 
spot for a shot at captivating rewards. 
Your journey with Okaylabs has just 
become even more thrilling!

Whitelisted Members:
These esteemed members can play 
once a day, up to four times a week. 
After four plays, they will need to wait 
until the week concludes to play 
again. 

General Participants:
To join in, general participants should 
accumulate at least 6 points.

Whitelisted Members:
To begin the game, Whitelisted 
members need to gather a minimum 
of 4 points

General Participants:
Regular participants have the chance 
to play once a day, but only twice a 
week. 



Important Guidelines for the 
"Collect & Win" Game

Temporary Game Lock After Winning NFT Prize:

If a participant wins an NFT prize, the game will be temporarily locked for 24 to 48 
hours until a new announcement is made on our Discord server.

Winner Contact and Verification:

All game winners must reach out to us within 24 hours of winning. We will initiate 
the verification process and provide guidance to claim the respective prize.

Winners of Whitelist Spots:

Winners of Whitelist Spots or NFT Prizes:
Participants who win a whitelist spot or an NFT prize need to open a ticket on our 
Discord server. We will initiate the verification process and guide them through 
claiming the coveted role or prize.

Strict Anti-Cheating Policy:

Any attempt to cheat or manipulate the game will result in immediate 
disqualification and a ban from further participation.

Fair Play:

Creating multiple accounts to participate in the game is strictly prohibited. Any 
fraudulent activity, even if the participant wins, will lead to elimination.

Sustained Effort:

Participants must ensure that actions performed to earn points are sustained. If a 
task, such as following or posting, is undone after participation, the participant will 
be excluded from the next game.

Banner and PFP Duration:

To qualify for points, using our project's banner or profile picture (PFP) on 
platforms should be maintained for a minimum of 24 hours.

Let's uphold the spirit of fair play and camaraderie in our "Collect & Win" 
game. Your engagement and adherence to these guidelines are 
appreciated. Best of luck on your journey to victory! 



THE GAME
HOW TO PLAY ?

Collect your wallet

Click Play

Click ready to play


